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The CID’s
Noblesville
Meet was great.
One of the Favorite Train
contest entries is shown here.

March – April 2014

After a year's hiatus because we were so busy with our
MP50 regional convention last spring, the popular
Martinsville Meet returns on April 5th. As this Spike
goes to press most of the dealer tables are already
spoken for and 9 layouts from Z to live steam are
promising to come. If you have not been before we are
at the National Guard Armory just West of State Rd 37
on Hospital Drive which is the second Martinsville
traffic light coming South from Indianapolis. Just
watch for the blue hospital H sign.

(Photo by Rich Seymour)

This spring’s CID Modelers Meet will be held on Saturday, March 15, 2014. The meet’s theme is Finishing:
Custom painting, applying decals and weathering.

Parking will be easier this year as the county
fairgrounds lot just across the road will be available,
and as before we will have a couple of Martinsville's
finest to protect the crossing. Look around your train
room for a structure to display for the popular vote
contest, or bring a model for for AP judging. Don't
forget to bring a favorite train, whatever it might be,
it's always fun to see what shows up. Check out the
copy of the flier in this issue for more information and
we'll see you there.

This type of meet is all about sharing what is going on
with your model railroad or modeling projects Our
format is similar to a Railroad Prototype Modelers
meet with people bringing some of their models completed, and also those in progress. This meet is designed for the serious model railroader and those who
want to move up to the next level. We are putting this
meet on for our NMRA members and it is one of the
benefits of belonging to the NMRA. There are no
dealers or trains for sale. We will meet in the Fellowship Hall of Allisonville Christian Church at 7701 Allisonville Road in Indianapolis. We will have a theme
this session on finishing your model, so if you have a
custom paint job, special decals, or weathering that you
would like to share, we would love to see it.
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Our schedule will be pretty informal hopefully a clinic
in the morning and another clinic in the afternoon, but
the main benefit of these meets is sharing with others.
This meet will be from 10:00 to 3:00 on Saturday,
March 15th.
For questions contact Tom Cain:
Phone 317-475-7834
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Back Shop Help Project
A 130 foot Turntable
Jeff Melin was having problems on his 130 ft turntable project. The wheel rollers would slip off the circle rail and fall
into the pit. Jeff had set the rail 3 different times and was
not able to make it work. That is when he asked for help
from the CID Back Shop Program. Dan Goins, who heads
the program, asked for help and I responded. After much
weather interference, Jeff and I finally got together.
I borrowed a compass kit from a friend and Jeff and I did some
measurement checks from the turntable center to each end and
the rollers. All measurements were good. We measured the
pit wall and Ring Rail radii and they were very close, but when
running the rollers around the Ring Rail both ends would slip
off at some point and fall into the pit. This rail had been set
three different times up till now. To the eye it looked like it
was in position.
We removed the
Ring
Rail and
cleaned it up. Using the compass kit,
we used what I call a
Bar Compass from
the kit. The center
shaft hole was just
big enough to allow
the center pin to
shift just a bit. We
filled the hole with a
piece of 1/8th dowel
rod so the center pin
would hold firm.
With a fine pencil
tip we carefully
marked what we
measured as the center of the rollers onto
the wood ties at the
outer edge of the pit.
These marks were
Jeff Melin uses a Bar Compass to position his turntable Ring Rail.

hard to see. We marked over them with a very fine white paint
marker. With 4 hands this time, we put Goo Glue on the bottom of the rail sections. One of us set the rail and the second
set of hands held it in place so it wouldn’t move while setting
the rail head. After the rail was down, Jeff showed me something new (Heating the rail with a soldering iron helped the
Goo to set quicker). The Bar Compass set an even radius and 4
hands made it easier to set and hold the rail’s position. A final
radius check showed good and re-setting the turntable found
the rollers traveled all the way around on top of the rail. Jeff’s
turntable is a fine model and I saw all smiles as he left for
home to finish up the model.
Now just what is the CID Back Shop? Dan Goins started this
program as a way for fellow modelers (not just NMRA members) to get in touch with him if they were looking for help on
a specific problem. Dan in turn, with the problem in hand,
calls out to Back Shop Volunteers for someone that would
know how to help. Jeff asked, and Dan found someone that
could help him out. In this case I was able to assist him to correct the problem. Why would I spend this time away from my
own layout? It is because I can learn just by helping someone
else. And maybe someday I might have a problem I might
need help with. Have I ever worked on turntables before?
Well no. Not until now. But I knew how to get a good radius.
Good fellowship, good model railroad conversation, and just a
great time helping a fellow model railroader fix a problem.
Newman Atkinson
Terre Haute, Indiana.
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For that matter, there’s no reason you couldn’t take some
of your best work to enter the contest at the National. Go
for it!
Use some, or all, of these four opportunities to get out and
see the work of other modelers. Don’t turn down a visit
to a layout just because that layout is built in a scale
different from the scale you use. If you study what the
layout owner has accomplished, you should still be able to
take home ideas that will enhance your railroad modeling.
There is a “ginormous” amount of modeling information
available for us to use to increase our modeling capabilities. We just need to seek it out. If you see something
during your visit that you aren’t sure you completely understand, find the host and ask a question. If the host is
swamped with visitors, see if there is a way for you to
make contact with him/her at a later time. Ask for contact
information or leave yours so the owner can contact you.

Gathering Modeling Information
When a model railroader hears the words
“Polar Express” he/she has pleasant thoughts
of a popular train movie. But, when that same
modeler hears “Polar Vortex,” he/she may remember spending many hours in the train room
while being snowed-in during the winter of
2013-2014. To the snow-emergency grocery
list (bread, milk, and eggs) we added items
such as plywood, homasote, and yellow wood
glue. After meals, catching up on email, and
continually clearing the driveway, the basement became a great refuge from the winter
elements. I hope you were able to get some
work done on your railroad during the past few
months. Soon – and it can’t come too soon - it
will be spring and we’ll begin to reappear from
our below-ground lairs. I can hardly wait for
the time when weather forecasts no longer include wind chill numbers. [Similarly, heat index numbers are a pain.]

I know some of you are now saying, “I can’t afford to do
that; it’s too expensive.” It doesn’t have to be. Admittedly, spending a week at a National Convention can use
up quite a few bucks. However, consider the amount of
information available to you during that week. Clinics
from morn to night for both Rails and Non-Rails, layout
tours, prototype tours, operating sessions, general interest
tours for members of your family who might attend with
you, and the ability to converse with others who have
similar railroad interests. Also, your convention registration gets you into the National Train Show.

Remember, just because the weather gets pleasant doesn’t
mean you have to stop modeling. Like Past Superintendent Tom Cain, I, too, model year-round. What keeps my
interest up is seeing the work of other modelers. Typically, we have fewer opportunities to see others’ work during the summer than the winter. However, there are several shows/activities that are coming soon. The CID will
be sponsoring two Division opportunities: a layout tour
and the Modelers Meet. Both these activities are for
NMRA members only. We also suggest the Modelers
Meet would be better enjoyed by experienced modelers.

If you feel you can’t attend a National Convention, consider a Regional Convention instead. Regionals are typically three days long and hotel rates are less than at a
downtown convention center/hotel. Fewer days and lower
hotel rates make these conventions more affordable. The
schedule will have the same types of activities as at a National, just fewer days. Again, this is a good way to get to
know what a railroad convention is about. If you have
never attended either a National or a Regional convention,
consider a Regional as a way to get started for a reasonable amount of money.

There are also two conventions in the next five months,
both within easy driving distance from most areas in the
CID. These are the Midwest Regional Convention, May
16-18 in Schaumburg, IL and the NMRA National Convention and National Train Show, July 13-20 in Cleveland, OH.

The CID-sponsored layout tour and Modelers Meet are
great ways to get modeling information at minimal cost.
Both activities are free to NMRA members. For the cost
of gasoline – carpool and reduce your cost – you can
spend time either seeing others’ layouts on the layout tour
or learning advanced modeling techniques at the Modelers
Meet. Lunch is on your own at both CID events.

Check for information about all these offerings elsewhere
in this issue or on the CID website.
cid.railfan.net
If you do attend the Midwest Regional, please take a
model or photo to either display or put in the contest. At
our regional last year, it was noted that the CID did not
have any models or photos entered in the contest. Although we did have great attendance from our members,
we fell short in displaying our work to others from outside
our division. Let’s remedy that situation at Schaumburg.

Eng CID 2013 run extra MP50 to Highball to Indy
“Approach signal at Sycamore Hollow”
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Steve Studley
CID, Superintendent
MWR, Vice-President

Presents the

Martinsville Train Show
Saturday - April 5, 2014
**CID Annual Meeting**
Martinsville National Guard Armory
1900 Hospital Drive
Martinsville, IN

10 AM to 4 PM
CID Annual Meeting at 10:30 AM
Admission: $3.00 per Adult or $5.00 per Family

Show Features
• Operating Layouts
• Dealer Tables
• Clinics
• Food

• Displays
• Model Judging
• Door Prizes
• Free Parking

Martinsville National Guard Armory
Traffic Lights

- Popular Vote Contests Favorite Structure
& Favorite Train
Dealer Tables $12.00 each [8 foot] Setup from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM
Contact Trevor Jones at (317) 625-7626 or trevjn@sbcglobal.net
Join us for the
NMRA National Convention
in Indy in 2016.

Check out our website at http://cid.railfan.net
The next CID event is Danville, IN in November
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– Division Schedule –
Spring Modeler’s Meet – March 15, 2014 – Indianapolis, IN
Allisonville Christian Church, 7701 Allisonville Road in Fellowship Hall
10am to 3pm – See front page for more information.
Theme is – Finishing: Custom painting, applying decals and weathering.
Share your expertise with other modelers.
For more information: Tom Cain at 317-475-7834 or atsf93@comcast.net
Martinsville Meet & CID Annual Business Meeting – April 5, 2014 – Noblesville, IN
National Guard Armory, 1900 Hospital Drive—See flier on page 5
Dealer Show & Meet – 10am to 4pm / Admission: $3:00 per Adult / $5.00 per Family
CID Annual Meeting at 10:30am / Dealer Tables - $12.00 for 8’ table
For more information or tables: Trevor Jones at trevjn@sbcglobal.net
or Dan Goins at santafedangoins@comcast.net
Spring Layout Tour – April 19, 2014 – Muncie, IN Area
Saturday, 10am to 4pm—Maps available on CID website the night before
4 great layouts/3 HO and 1 O Scale – See page 7 for details on layouts
CID members only with one guest allowed
For more information: Rich Seymour at (765) 759-6856

– Extra Board –
RailFun 2014 – Midwest Region Spring Convention – May 15-18, 2014 – Schaumburg, IL
The Best Western Plus, 1725 E Algonquin Road, Schaumburg, IL 60173
The Fox Valley Division has organized a great line up of over 30 layout & 2 prototype
tours, 12 operating sessions, 19 clinics, non-rail activities and contest opportunities. There
will be something for everyone.
Early registrants can enjoy 3 & 1/2 days of trains for only $45 bucks! Register Now!
For more information & registration:
http://www.foxvalleydivision.org/railfun2014/welcome.html
Upcoming CID Board Meetings

Date:

Rusty Spike Closing Dates

April 6, 2014

Volume 44 Issue #3 - April 27, 2014
Volume 44 Issue #4 - July 6, 2014
Volume 44 Issue #5 - September 14, 2014
Volume 45 Issue #1—December 7, 2914

Location: Indianapolis Marion County Library
Wayne Branch Library
198 S. Girls School Road
Indianapolis, IN
Time:

1:30 PM

Date:

June 1, 2014

Dates are tentative and subject to change.

Attention – All notices of club open houses, or other
shows & meets will be included in the Extra Board only
if the official request form is used. This form may be
printed off the CID website at:
http://cid.railfan.net/Extra_Board_Request_Sheet.pdf
Fill out the form and send to the address listed on the
form. Upcoming deadlines for each Rusty Spike are listed
in the Spike or may be obtained from Keith Clark (see pg.
2). Events not sent on the request form cannot be included.

Location: Fishers Library
5 Municipal Drive
Fishers, IN
Time:

1:30 PM

CID members are welcome and encouraged to attend.
Board members can confirm location and date.
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The Central Indiana Division / NMRA will host a layout tour
in the Muncie, IN community on April 19th. Four pikes will
be open from 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM that Saturday. CID
members are encouraged to visit these displays and gain an
appreciation of the efforts of fellow modelers. Note: Division layout tours are arranged exclusively for CID / NMRA
members, but policies allow one guest to attend per member.

searched over many years, using official documents and historical photographs, plus on-site visits. The full line is in
place, and wiring mostly complete, but little scenery has been
added. Visitors will learn how the lower deck was cantilevered off the wall (to avoid contact with an occasional damp
basement floor), and see a unique way to run a line across an
open doorway and under a stairwell. Also, enjoy the large
collection of mid-century power and rolling stock located
along the right-of-way. For anyone currently in the planning
stages for a new layout, or those who have an interest in the
Nickel Plate operations in central Indiana from the mid1900s, this will be a very worthwhile stop.

A brief summary of the four layouts includes:

Dick McPherson

Spring 2014 Layout Tour
In Muncie Area

* Charles Goddard (HO Scale)
L-shaped layout, roughly 10’ x 25’, Nickel Plate line
from Frankfort to Muncie, IN
* Richard McPherson (HO Scale)
23’ x 29’ layout, depicting the Great Northern in Montana in the early 1950s
* Richard Seymour (HO Scale)
14’ x 16’ layout, modern era layout of Norfolk Southern’s line through KY and TN
* Brian Wolfe (O-Gauge)
12’ x 12’ layout, a 3-rail pike depicting typical Indiana
landscapes and rural towns
The April 2014 tour includes three pikes within a few minutes drive of each-other on the west side of Muncie. A fourth
location, the largest, is about 15 minutes north of town. Open
over a 6-hour window, all visitors should be able to drop-by
each of the four locations. Maps will be posted on the CID
website the night before the event: http://cid.railfan.net

This layout of the Great Northern depicts the steam-intodiesel era, mostly in the early 1950s. Part of the scenery is
complete. Besides the room-sized pike, there is a display of
beautifully painted models and award-wining structures.
Upon entering the room, visitors will immediately see two
high curved trestles, over a future waterfall. A massive yard,
servicing both steam and diesel locomotives, sits on the south
side of the room. The DC-controlled layout has multiple
electrical zones, involving an amazing wiring plan and beautiful control panels. A programmable turntable allows for
indexing to specific tracks in his Billings, MT yard. Visitors
will enjoy seeing numerous scratch-built structures and long
trains “crawling” through the Montana landscape.

A review of each of the pikes on the tour includes:

Charles Goodard

Richard Seymour
This compact layout depicts the “Rathole Division” of Norfolk Southern, running from Cincinnati, Ohio to Chattanooga, TN. Scenery is 60% complete, largely illustrating the
rough terrain and forests of central Kentucky & Tennessee.
This line is famous for the 1963 day-lighting of tunnels in the
region, resulting in deep cuts; one of the signature scenes on
the pike is of the massive cut through Kings Mountain, KY.
Gest Street Yard along the Ohio River and DeButts Yard in
Chattanooga sit in the middle of the pike. Visitors at this
location will learn about the research involved in modeling

This basement layout was inspired by the work of Tony
Koester, who routinely publishes features about his Nickel
Plate pike based on north-central Indiana. Charley’s layout
depicts the N.P. region from Frankfort to Muncie, Indiana in
1953. The locations for this dual-deck layout were re-

(Continued on page 8)
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Layout Tour

This basement layout fills an entire 12.5’ x 12.5 room. The
O-Gauge pike is run with an MTH control system, so includes full lights, sounds, and even smoke in some units.
Typical Hoosier locations are featured, from farming vistas
to small town street scenes. The sturdy bench-work supports
foam board scenery. A second line along an upper-shelf will
soon add more action to the pike. Brian also has a collection
of unique RR cars depicting actual Indiana firms from the
early- to mid-1900s. Visitors at this location will find some
beautiful structures plus a few whimsical elements around the
pike. This is a fun layout, in a beautiful setting.

(Continued from page 7)

The Central Indiana Division / NMRA wishes to extend an
appreciation to these modelers and their families for opening
their homes to guests from the Division. And as noted, check
out the CID’s website ( http://.cid.railfan.net ) starting the
Friday evening before this event to access maps to these locations.
this line and see some highly-detailed scenery. An added
bonus, a few “heritage” locomotives from NS’s 2012 30th
anniversary celebration will be rolling through the layout.

Rich Seymour-Tour Organizer

Brian Wolfe

www.SBS4DCC.com
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